A Virtual Scaleforum 2020 demonstration
By Chris McCarthy (1007)

“So much to do but so little time”

Please endure these first two text slides - but I promise you will then get to the annotated pictures!

Successfully planning and then building a layout has been characterised as like going on a campaign. It
struck me that this print of a campaign train being assembled in the 1880’s Raj had resonance. The original
print hangs on my wall and the more I study it the more details and issues emerge. Familiar?
*******

Time available for building a layout is often scarce because of
work/family commitments or relentlessly advancing age
Simplifying initial construction and building in provision for ongoing maintenance can
make best use of available time and help build project momentum and all-important
confidence.
I doubt anything shown here is new thinking but I’ve not seen this combination of
techniques presented before. So far, the approach is working for me!
I hope you may find the presentation of some interest.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
I have speeded up initial layout construction and (hopefully) built in
long-term maintenance simplicity and easy access by:
• adopting Dexion steel angle in long spans as the baseboard support frame material
• using commercially supplied jig-cut baseboard kits where standard sizes can be used or
adapted to fit. Awkward shaped baseboards are home-made to a similar design concept
• using hinged steel cable trays for running bus/trunk wiring, and having most other
electrical connections under the front of the layout for easy access during and after
construction
• putting turnout motors underneath at the front, with tube-in-wire operation
• having each baseboard as self-contained as possible, eg for wiring and turnout control,
thus reducing issues if the layout ever has to be moved
• adding casters to all the under-baseboard free-standing storage units so that they can be
easily rolled out of the way if necessary
Nb. Further details are given in the blue slides at the end as well as in the picture annotations

Height to top of Dexion = 1130mm from floor.
Baseboard is 100mm in addition

Capitalising on the long
spans by having freestanding (recycled) kitchen
base units for storage, each
fitted with castors. Loose
plywood top

First test of the concept!
This shows the “first fix” of the
initial Dexion frame to test the
concept and to understand what
other fixings would be needed to
achieve necessary stability.
The longitudinals are the uncut
3 metre Dexion as-supplied lengths

A small detail but important in realising the
potential of the long-span frame approach

50mm overall height castors (from
ebay) as fixed to kitchen base units

Showing the basic framing concept

Boards overlap
front of frame

Simple bolted assembly! Plywood 250mm rightangled gussets were added to some corners to
help stability and alignment. Diagonal Dexion
bracing lengths were used on end frames
Baseboards sit on the Dexion upstand and, as
indicated, overlap the frame at front to allow
integrated drop-down cable trays (see later)

Keeping the framing foundation aligned

Frame legs supported in Dexion compatible
brackets (ebay) are spaced to suit frame
width and bolted onto a timber floor plate.
Once the whole framework has been ”signed
off” for precise location and stability, the
floor plates are screwed to the floor

Turning the corner

Dexion frame transitioning at a
corner between runs of 3ft and
2ft wide boards.
Dexion offcuts are used for
extending longitudinals in this
“dead” under-storage corner of
the layout.
(nb door is redundant and fixed shut!)

It’s coming together!

Jig cut commercial baseboard kits as assembled
for part of layout. (Home-made curved corner
fillet baseboard subsequently constructed)
These boards are 3ft
deep x 2ft/2ft 6in
wide
Baseboard internal framing
cut away to accept cable trays
(see later slide for details)

Baseboards sit on the Dexion upstand,
overlapping at the front to allow cable trays
to hinge down (see later slide for details)

These boards are
2ft deep x 3ft wide

Cable tray provision

Additional cross-member
added to each board to act
as hinge plate for the cable
tray.

Note cut-away for
uninterrupted routing of
cables from layout to tray

35mm clearance provided
under cross-members for
cable routing

Cable tray hinged at each
end to cross-member

Cable tray hinging down

Clean appearance and usable space under
baseboards achieved by using long spans

Cable trays shown clipped up in
normal, stowed, position
Usable clear headroom of
320mm between ply
cupboard top and underside
of Dexion frame

Cable trays seen hinged down for easy wiring access

Using a cable tray (in a
commercial situation)

Providing for bus/trunk wiring to each baseboard

Local feed

Trunk in
Trunk through

Illustrating the DCC bus (using Cat6 Ethernet cable) splitting at a plug and
socket connection at a baseboard edge into a continuing trunk feed and a
local feed take-off for this baseboard
Other bus/trunk wiring adopts this same principle. All such local splitting
connections are at the right hand end of each baseboard for consistency

Setting out a
required
curved fronted
corner
baseboard to
determine
board size and
shape

Baseboard overlaps
front of Dexion frame
to allow cable tray to
drop

Determining a track
centre line using a
3metre length of
4mm diameter glass
fibre rod (ebay - sold
for Roman Blinds)
pegged to MDF track
radius templates
(here 4ft rad) and
then taking its own
transition curvature

THANK YOU for your interest in this presentation

I’m pleased to say that the layout has made further progress since these
slides were prepared

The 4 slides following give more detailed explanations and
information

CONSOLIDATED OR MORE DETAILED EXPLANATIONS (4 slides)
1. Baseboard concept
• Mine is a “roundy roundy” permanent layout within a un-square room which also has a bay window and
several doors. Quite awkward!
• baseboards are modular, open plan, commercial jig-cut kits and although bolted together are otherwise
individually self-contained as much as practical for wiring and other necessary connections. (See more info
about this in the following sections).
• they rest loosely on top of a universal support framework (see Section 3 below) and don’t have their own
legs or trestles. They are just clipped to the frame. Thus baseboards can be any type that can sit on a
framework.
• where modular boards are not practical (in my case more than 1/3rd of the layout due to the odd room
shape), boards are home built to suit the shapes needed but keeping to the same principles.
• I shall need a lifting/removable main doorway section plus a near-180 degree curved section across the bay
windows. These are yet to be built but will also follow the concept as closely as practical.

2. Accessible wiring and control infrastructure
• I HATE the spaghetti of wires and connections found under many layouts and want to avoid
this like the plague. I’ve crawled under and repaired wiring under too many layouts!
• principal layout wiring carrying power or data around the layout (i.e the “buses”) is to be
located under the front of the layout and readily accessible without need for crawling. I have 3
cabled buses – for 16vAC DCC track power using 32/0.2 cable; for 12vDC accessory power
(turnout motors etc) also 32/0.2, and one for a MERG EzyBus turnout/signal/etc control
network using Cat 6 Ethernet cable
• I have used pierced metal cable trays (from ebay, sold for computer server or other commercial
cabling) cut to each baseboard’s inner width less end clearances. These are hinged so that
they can drop down for easy access from the front. I use 150mm wide trays for high density
cabled areas near the main control and infeed zones; 100mm wide for most other locations,
and occasionally 50mm wide where space is tight or few cables are needed
• track feed droppers, using 16/0.2 cable, are each (other than exceptionally) to be brought back
to their cable tray, having direct connection to the DCC track power bus rather than “daisy
chained” beneath the layout

• I also prefer where possible to locate control hardware such as point motors under the front of
the layout, with simple mechanical linkage (eg tube-in-wire or similar) to the turnout

3. Support framing
• made from Dexion steel angle Type 160: 40mm x 40mm x 2mm.
• height to top of Dexion framing is 1130mm (baseboards add further 100mm height)
• achieving the longest unsupported spans practical in the room:
• using Dexion’s maximum supplied length of 3 metres where possible
• long spans mean that I can use free-standing kitchen cupboard base storage units
under the layout, fitted with casters so that they can be easily rolled out if necessary.
• lack of intermediate supports also gives a clean visual appearance and reduces need
for supporting material, so more economical.
• virtually no deflection has been observed over such unsupported spans.
• stiffness was achieved by:
• bolting legs to wooden floor plates using Dexion-compatible (from ebay) metal foot brackets
spaced to suit final frame width. The floor plates were screwed to the floor after squaring
and truing up the framework.
• frame stiffness and squareness were achieved by using Dexion corner plates, diagonal
Dexion bracing lengths on end-frames and, where necessary, larger (about 250mm/side)
home-made 10mm plywood corner triangles bolted to the framework.
/slide info cont’d

• Dexion was cut to length as needed using a cheapish (about £55) Chop Saw specified for use
with metal as well as wood. This was supplied fitted with a universal blade including suitability
for mild steel and cut the 2mm thick Dexion very easily and smoothly.
• nb. most radial or chop saws sold for wood cutting, including the one I already owned, are
said to run too fast for cutting metal. As I had quite a lot of Dexion to cut I decided to get
the correct tool; I might sell it on later. This is the one I chose:-

• Dexion does cut quite easily with a hacksaw; use a good new blade for best results - and less
tiredness if you have a lot to cut!

END OF PRESENTATION

